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Dear Kerry, 

RE:  “Post 2025 Market Design Options – A paper for consultation” 

As you are aware, the pace of change in the National Electricity Market (NEM) is now running so fast that there is 

a clear risk that it could become overwhelming, and the public debate is so unhelpful in gaining a public consensus 

on  how  to meet  the  real  challenges  of  this  transformation  of  the  transport  sector  as well  as  the  electricity 

generation & supply sector.  A number of changes to the operation of the NEM are required to be implemented 

well ahead of 2025, and this of course is the challenge today.  

Based on my 60(+) years’ experience  in the Energy Sector, and active  involvement  in  investment and  in energy 

policy formulation at every part of the generation and retail of electricity to business energy customers and the 

uptake of  EV’s,  increasing  electricity demands,  from  the world‐leading  Tritium DC  fast  charge developer  and 

manufacturer, to the roll‐out of EV fast‐charging stations and the marketing  in Australia of   sub‐$35,000 mass‐

market electric passenger and commercial delivery vehicles, and to the Novonix battery materials required for the 

“million‐mile EV battery”, and also to the e‐trike public transport business in cities in the Philippines, I appreciate 

the opportunity to put forward my considered comments on the ESB’s latest paper with the aim of assisting the 

ESB, and subsequently Commonwealth and State Energy Ministers, in relation to the short‐term and medium to 

longer term measures required to ensure this transition operates as smoothly as possible and in the best interests 

of households and businesses.  

As  part  of  this,  it will  be  important  that  the  critical  role  of  traditional  (thermal)  Synchronous Generators  in 

continuing to underpin a safe, secure, reliable and affordable electricity system while the NEM transitions to a still 

higher level of renewables is publicly endorsed by the ESB, and subsequently by Commonwealth and State Energy 

Ministers and bi‐partisan political leaders.  

Australia will  not  be well  served  by  demonising  essential  dispatchable  private  sector  businesses  that will  be 

required to support the delivery of affordable and reliable electricity supply for decades into the future as Australia 

transitions to lower and to net‐zero emissions, nor by such demonising directed at the Queensland government, 

which is by far the largest coal‐fired power generation owner, and is intimately involved in maintaining the services 

of these essential low‐cost generation businesses and providers of essential system support services for as long as 

necessary  in the transformation of the electricity sector,  in parallel to electricity uptake to serve the transport 

sector in the decades ahead.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

Trevor St. Baker AO 

Director 

St Baker Energy Innovation Fund 

 
Trevor St Baker AO 
Phone: +61 407 146 278 
Email: tstbaker@stbenergy.com.au 
Address: Level 11, 344 Queen St, Brisbane Qld.  4000 
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St Baker Energy Innovation Fund Submission to Energy Security Board  

“Post 2025 Market Design Options – A paper for consultation” 

 

The pace of change now taking place in the NEM is at a far more rapid pace than when the ESB’s Post-
2025 NEM Market Design work was commissioned. The latest Integrated System Plan (ISP) is based 
on AEMO’s Central Scenario, under which approximately 4,000MW of coal fired generation would 
exit the NEM by 2030. But it is now acknowledged by the ESB that the pace of change in the NEM is 
in line with AEMO’s Step Change scenario which would see potentially over 15,000MW of coal fired 
generation exiting the NEM by 2030. The resultant loss of Synchronous Generation that provides 
critical System Services such as system strength, inertia and frequency support would clearly threaten 
the security, reliability and affordability of Australia’s electricity system, to the detriment of 
households and business. 

The issue is well demonstrated in data provided below from the ISP Step Change scenario, which 
highlights the rapid retirements relative to the current expected closure years applied in the Central 
scenario. The greatest period of thermal capacity withdrawal occurs during the mid-2020s, effectively 
advancing retirements on average by six to seven years.  

 

 
© AEMO 2020 | 2020 ISP Appendix 4. Energy Outlook 59  

 
Further, AEMO recently commented that the current rate of registration of new large-scale 
renewables projects is 27% higher than what the ISP ‘Step Change’ scenario forecasts1.  
 
In the Step Change scenario, it is equally evident as shown in the chart below that the rate of 
investment and technology required to replace the thermal generation cannot be feasibly 
undertaken in the timeframe. It is noted in this context that: 
 

• There is no rationale for assuming that new interconnectors within an interconnected NEM 
can provide significant net positive dispatchable capability given the NEM-wide coincidence 
of solar generation, representing such a major proportion of total zero-emission generation. 

 
1 Making the Grid Future Ready, 25 May 2021, Dr Alex Wonhas 
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• Pumped hydro “deep storage” together with Transmission from “renewable energy zones” to 
pumped hydro storage sites and then on to electricity demand centres lack private investor 
commitment without major multiple government financial support for even initial project 
commitments, and absolutely no evidence of expanded developments at the pace at which 
existing coal-fired power stations are assumed to retire. This has been particularly highlighted 
by the extent of Federal and Government support required for the Kidston pumped hydro 
project. 

 
This is not an acceptable situation for Australia to be in. A failure to act now will drive up energy costs 
and risks to security of supply.  
 

 
 
AEMO 2020 | 2020 ISP Appendix 4. Energy Outlook 65 
 
St Baker Energy Innovation Fund (“St Baker Energy”) recently provided a submission to the 
Parliamentary Committee on Environment and Energy inquiry in the current circumstances, and the 
future need and potential for dispatchable energy generation and storage capability in Australia, 
which I attach to this submission, rather than reiterate further some wider concerns which I 
considered needed to be expressed in relation to: 

• The importance of ensuring a greater recognition of the affordable and reliable generation 
supply delivered by existing fossil-fired synchronous generation and existing transmission in 
the NEM. 

• The capability of this existing generation to step up to continue to provide the flexibility to 
accommodate increasing proportions of new wind and solar generation within existing 
capabilities down to minimum safe operating levels, with greater capability than the ESB 
gives credit for sustained fast response as wind and sunlight increase and wane. 

• The ability to continue to provide these services with life extension capital costs at a fraction 
of the capital costs of new technologies and transmission and storage facilities promoted by 
the ESB and highly promoted by AEMO in its Integrated System Plan (ISP) documents. 
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There is a clear risk that the extent and pace of change is becoming overwhelming. Changes to the 
operation of the NEM are required to be implemented well ahead of 2025 - and commencing as early 
as 1 July 2022. Additionally, a new decision making and Rule Change process is required to expedite 
the necessary changes. The current Rule Change process has become protracted, highly process 
driven, resistant to major change and appears to be driven more by weight of numbers in terms of 
submissions versus a clear focus on what is required to ensure that the NEM operates securely, 
reliably and in the best interests of consumers. 

At the heart of the energy transition challenge is the need to acknowledge and accept that a mix of 
resources, both thermal and renewable, is the only way to achieve the lowest cost and most efficient 
transition for Australian businesses and consumers whilst simultaneously ensuring we have sufficient 
security and reliability built into the system.  

The NEM must therefore undergo the same Step Change that the broader energy system is now 
undergoing to remain relevant as a dispatch engine, requiring a more effective market signal for 
further investment. To address this challenge takes clear focus and expeditious decision-making. New 
market mechanisms must be introduced to maintain the viability and sustainability of the NEM and 
ensure the lights stay on.  

It is clear from the ESB consultation papers that there is a thorough understanding of the underlying 
issues that are driving the increasingly complex challenges and costs of operating the NEM.  High 
levels of variable renewable energy are displacing dispatchable energy and specific Essential Services 
they bring to the electricity system in order for it to operate safely and securely. Furthermore, there 
is no investment currently underway in the NEM that delivers the required services at scale. The ESB 
is now well placed to act to put in place the market frameworks that deliver an orderly energy 
transition over the next few decades.  

However, a number of the Immediate Reforms proposed by the ESB are light on market design 
changes that deliver the drivers for an efficient transition, but heavy on increased regulatory 
processes and information gathering with little or no clear value-add. This will no doubt come at 
additional cost without any meaningful evidence that it will solve the critical issues facing the NEM 
and investors. The relevant reforms are therefore not supported. It is a recipe for continuing 
bureaucratic “talk-fest” with a poorly-informed public. 

Equally, reforms labelled as Initial Reforms such as the proposed Physical RRO will take some years 
to be implemented, and therefore would provide no immediate resolution to the operational and 
investment issues that are now being confronted in the NEM.  

A properly structured Physical RRO could be a positive step, but immediate mechanisms are needed 
to support the present operational needs of the power system and to retain existing essential 
generation facilities. It is noted in this context that the French capacity market mechanism referenced 
in the ESB paper was introduced in 2015 by Ministerial Decree because of many of the same issues 
its energy system faced that the NEM is currently facing. 

The decision by the Federal Government to invest in a gas peaking plant in Kurri Kurri is an example 
of how the NEM has failed to prepare for the energy transition and the implementation of effective 
competitive market mechanisms to attract new investment in dispatchable generation and new 
sources of essential system support services, nor to value Essential System Support Services provision 
by existing dispatchable generation, nor to account for a base-line electricity supply cost case of 
extending the operating lives of existing coal-fired generation remaining in service at minimum safe 
operating levels at times of maximum wind and solar generation.  
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The need for Government to invest in new dispatchable generation, in relation to both the Snowy 2.0 
and the Kurri Kurri gas-fired power developments, is clear evidence of the failure of the NEM design 
to provide investment signals for viable feasible new commercial commitments in an open 
competitive market. St Baker Energy has submitted repeatedly that with the uptake of excess wind 
and solar in the NEM, presently at five-times the uptake per capita in the USA, the UK, or the EU, or 
any other comparable interconnected system, driving market prices at times of high solar or wind 
generation to well below contracted market prices, the indifference of all market participants to the 
NEM Pool Price for more than 80% of all electricity energy demand, is manifest evidence that the 
NEM design is now absolutely “not fit for purpose”. Despite this, the NEM Pool Price is still touted by 
the AEMC as “the essential generation dispatch and investment signal”, in their decisions opposed to 
rule change solutions submitted by Delta Electricity and others. 

The absence of any realistic investment signal will only be exacerbated by the continued subsidising 
of wind and solar, and especially of low-capacity factor roof-top solar. The NEM design has to evolve 
quickly to bring in new mechanisms that value services required to manage the transition efficiently. 
Private investment will struggle to return to a market that cannot evolve and requires continuous 
government intervention. Government intervention and emergency intervention by the Market 
Manager is the antithesis of an open and competitive market. 

The market can no longer wait for process-orientated regulatory bodies to develop more processes 
as a priority ahead of clear market design changes that are urgently required to attract investment in 
essential dispatchable generation and essential system services, as well as ensuring that existing 
dispatchable Synchronous Generation remains available to provide the energy and Essential Services 
required to maintain a safe, secure, reliable and affordable electricity system during the transition of 
the NEM to still higher levels of weather-dependent renewables. Further procrastination will only 
serve to distract critical resources and funds away from addressing the critical reforms at all.  

St Baker Energy agrees with the ESB that a suite of reforms is required sooner rather than later. A 
clear and priority focus on achieving material reforms through market mechanisms is needed. Only 
open and competitive processes for defined market services, as well as for dispatchable energy, can 
facilitate efficient procurement of low-cost resources to transition seamlessly from existing thermal 
Synchronous Generation technologies and Essential System Support Services now provided as a by-
product by these thermal technologies, to new zero-emission technologies, through those same 
mechanisms.  

Resource Adequacy and Essential Services 

A significant portion of the Resource Adequacy section of the ESB paper seeks to create new 
processes and transparency around jurisdictional incentive schemes.  The proposals appear to take 
us more to a central planning framework across transmission, generation and contract design, than 
to the ESB success measures, stated as:  

• To seek to support longer term investment signals.  

• To encourage commercial risk-taking for investment (and so minimise the need on reliability 
grounds for government underwriting dispatchable resources).  

• To ensure market participants bear risk for wholesale reliability gaps experienced by 
customers.  

• To deliver the financial incentives for capacity commitments that are sufficient for the 
physical needs of the power system. 
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Jurisdictions will have different drivers and needs specific to their State - this has always been the 
case in the NEM, although over-stated by different State jurisdictions to pursue political objectives. 
The challenge for regulators and operators is not containing jurisdictional investment and adding 
more process, but rather to respond more quickly to emerging trends and issues, with clear and 
unapologetic statements of the operational necessities and the overall costs of actions and inactions 
in this transformation, and timely implementation of amended market frameworks to ensure reliable 
and affordable electricity supply into the future. The immediate market changes needed now are to 
at least minimise and avoid on-going market intervention by AEMO and the hundreds of millions of 
dollars spent on back-stop measures such as interventions constraining low priced renewables from 
entering the market and arbitrarily directing dispatchable generation to return to service, at least at 
minimum safe operating levels.  

The root cause of the problem is that the current NEM energy-only market design does not explicitly 
value and signal the need for Essential System Support Services as it has traditionally relied on 
thermal synchronous generators, with an abundance of system support service delivery capability to 
to ensure essential services are available and drawn on as a by-product of dispatchable capability in 
synchronous energy generation. The current need to curtail wind and solar generation dispatch into 
the electricity supply grid, and to also direct standby thermal generation into service to maintain an 
adequate supply of essential system services, is an inefficient and high-cost approach to electricity 
market management. It is also a clear demonstration of the failure of the present NEM Market Design 
to procure cost-efficient market-based solutions. This has been clearly seen in South Australia over a 
number of years, and despite the system support through the interconnectors to Victoria, but it is 
not a “South Australia-only” problem. AEMO has clearly identified, in its Renewables Integration 
Study, that the risk of market intervention will extend to other States through to 2025, with the 
prospect of the overall NEM being an islanded system of excess non-dispatchable generation, failing 
coal-fired generators as a result of a failure to pay for the essential services they provide while forced 
into uneconomic, uncommercial and unviable business prospects, with no adjoining system to 
connect to as South Australia has enjoyed, and no investment signals for new dispatchable 
generation to struggle in the same market contradictions and with the added burden of servicing 
huge new capital investment costs. 

Ordinary Australians understand this dilemma and the contradictions of solutions touted by “talking 
heads”. The ESB and its electricity agency members have a responsibility to deliver to ordinary 
Australian electricity consumers and businesses, not to vested interests and spokespersons for the 
myriad of so-called interest groups that fill the daily media with commentary on different parts of 
the complex matrix that has to be managed. 

Essential Services are best procured through competitive market structures.  Tools that provide 
improved operational capability for AEMO such as the Unit Commitment for Security and System 
Security Mechanism are necessary and should be implemented.  

Market structures and competitive processes should be a principal of all essential generation and 
system support service procurement mechanisms. Only markets that allow competitive bidding will 
foster an efficient transition from thermal technologies to currently known and future technologies. 
Market mechanisms allow for a dynamic evolution of the rapidly changing power system and 
encourage investment in the appropriate technologies with penalties for non-performance. This is 
consistent with the ESB success factors, but totally ignored in the projections of replacements for the 
assumed coal-fired generation over the next two decades based on uncosted and largely unproven 
solutions, without support by committed investment.   
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St Baker Energy strongly disagrees with the procurement of System Strength by TNSPs as proposed 
by the TransGrid rule change. In a rapidly evolving technology space, there is a high risk of locking in 
old technologies such as synchronous condensers to address issues that will ultimately be contracted 
for long periods of time and crowd out current and new technologies procured by competitive means. 
Regulated private monopolies cannot be relied upon to produce lowest-cost and workable solutions 
for electricity consumers. This can only come from competition between different technology 
proponents capable of financially guaranteeing price and performance. 

In electricity markets in the USA, and generally around the world, wholesale power supply 
proponents compete for generation and transmission to city boundaries, with transmission costs part 
of the open market competition, rather than having regulated monopoly transmission costs as 
guaranteed by regulators. The unique NEM regulated monopoly transmission model was supposed 
to provide protection for electricity consumers by way of a customer benefit test, termed the RIT-T 
test, which State governments are now legislating to relax, on supposed premises of “modernising 
transmission systems”, despite already representing a much higher component of overall electricity 
supply costs in the NEM than in any other comparable market in the world. It is therefore critical that 
the current RIT-T processes be maintained, that the RIT-T processes also apply to ISP-favored 
Transmission projects, and that the Net Benefits Test should not be expanded to include “social 
benefits”. This is critical to ensuring that consumers retain confidence in the system and that, 
consistent with the NEO, the lowest cost electricity supply outcomes are delivered. 

It is also noted that the idea that synchronous condensers provided by regulated private monopoly 
transmission corporations could be a material contributor of essential system support services to 
replace conventional synchronous dispatchable generators in the interconnected NEM system is 
contradicted by informed accounts and conclusions internationally. Synchronous condensers only 
provide part of the essential system support services required, and a major new installation in South 
Australia is presently struggling to realize its business return expectations. Internationally, 
synchronous condensers are considered to have only limited local commercial applications in 
providing such system frequency and voltage support, and nowhere is it suggested as a system-wide 
solution to replacing conventional synchronous dispatchable generators, be they zero-emission 
plants or not. The installation of synchronous condensers on a system-wide basis would also have 
the effect of “crowding out” new technologies that are currently being developed and trialled. 
Effective open and competitive markets would enable new technology proponents to engage and if 
successful guarantee to provide the relevant services at a cheaper cost that long-life synchronous 
condensers. This was highlighted in the January 2021 IEA report “Conditions and requirements for 
the technical feasibility of a power system with a high share of renewables in France towards 2050”. 

System Strength should be procured by competitive market arrangements which are best introduced 
and overseen by AEMO. With existing platforms and a clear understanding of dynamic arrangements 
required from System Services it seems appropriate that AEMO be charged with this function. Market 
based procurement will tend to be more flexible on tenure, volume and ensure that new evolving 
lower cost technologies have an opportunity to participate on a regular basis rather than long term 
contracts. This approach seems to be more consistent with how future markets should respond to 
rapidly changing technology and operational environments. 

Delta Electricity has submitted two NEM Rule Change Proposals, for Capacity Commitment 
Mechanisms for System Security and Reliability, and for Sustained Fast Ramping Services, as optimum 
market solutions to meet the emerging critical need for optimised market-based procurement of 
Essential System Services (ESS). 

The challenges that are currently being experienced are expected to continue and increase as 
renewables take an increasingly larger share of the energy production in the NEM.  
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The diagram below from Delta’s Rule Change Proposal2  illustrates one aspect of this with the scale 
of the solar ramp at each end of the solar day, based on the AEMO/ESB “Central” projection of utility 
and roof-top solar export into the grid in FY2025: 

• This FY2025 estimated maximum and minimum 30-minute Solar ramp rate as shown, from 

AEMO projections, are +2,090/-2,042 MW/hh (refer the purple trace).   

• Large as these ramp rates are, they have already been exceeded by Calendar year 2020 actual 

data which saw the maximum 30-minute ramp rate for aggregate NEM Operational Demand 

as +2,587 and -3,136 MW/hh - equivalent to 5 x 660MW units per half-hour trading interval, 

or 10 x 330MW possible operational reserve per 660MW Unit if the ten 660MW units were 

operating at 50% rated capacity.  

• The regular (daily) solar ramping and the variability of weather-dependent renewables that 

can be exacerbated by unexpected changes such as increased cloud cover causes the balance 

of the market to have to respond. Under causer-pays principles, those causing the ramp 

should pay for the costs of addressing the issue. However, wind and solar projects were 

relieved of this cost exposure. Additionally, the current regular threat to generation/supply 

balance is exacerbated as a result of the excess over-subsidised roof-top solar falling away, 

from peak output in the middle of the day, to the evening peak, after the sun has gone down. 

• This sustained ramping, over a period of 6-7 hours, is unprecedented historically and is orders 

of magnitude greater than the available MW’s in existing FCAS Raise and Lower services which 

were designed with market fluctuations over much shorter timeframes in mind, such as 

dealing with the trip of a large generating unit. 

• The sustained Net Demand ramp raise from utility and roof-top solar as the sun goes down 

every afternoon each and every day of the year, as indicated from the diagram below, is 

complemented by the characteristic consumer demand increase to the evening peak load, 

occurring after the sun has gone down, but also by the coincident reduction in rooftop solar 

generation supplying demand in homes & premises, behind the meter, as the sun goes down. 

• ESB projections of post-2025 total solar ramp raise for Net Demand, of 12,000 MW over 4-5 

hours, are accordingly grossly understated, as these sustained ramp raise demand levels are 

already occurring. 

 

 
2 AEMC reference ERC0307, Introduction of ramping services | AEMC 

https://www.aemc.gov.au/rule-changes/introduction-ramping-services
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Integration of Distributed Energy Resources and Flexible Demand 

It is increasingly recognised globally that Electrification of the Transport Sector is essential to deliver 

improved public health benefits. It also is shown to deliver significant GDP growth benefits, as well 

as significant reductions in greenhouse gas emission from this high-level greenhouse emissions 

sector.  

It is also recognised globally that Electrification of the Transport Sector, in both the public transport 

sector and all of the private passenger vehicle and commercial & industrial sector transportation 

demands, will deliver a whole range of economies and efficiencies in the electricity supply system, 

with significant growth of energy demand at times of excess energy from weather-dependent 

renewables, with the result that increased proportion of wind and solar will be able to be dispatched 

from the associated expanded electricity sales, and with lower generation and network costs, as a 

result of the increased transmission and distribution energy flows, around the clock.  

The impact of EV’s in near future may well have the same impact that rooftop PV had on the power 
system and, more recently, the ongoing struggle to determine how batteries can participate more 
readily in the market to provide services.  

The NEM regulatory structure is unprepared for the electrification revolution in transport, as it was 
for rooftop PV and batteries.  New services, appropriate tariffs that reflect the curtailability of EV 
charging and the unit cost savings from increased transmission and distribution energy flows, and an 
understanding of the optionality, or choice, that sits within consumers’ energy portfolios, need 
urgent attention to avoid the same pitfalls and security issues we are currently facing. The AER should 
play a major role in driving this reform but, to date, has proven highly reluctant to take the lead in 
this area, effectively deferring to Distributors (DNSPs). 

 

CONCLUSION 

The above discussion on the major issues now confronting the NEM and its participants is echoed by 
recent comments from Minister Angus Taylor (emphasis added) pointing to the need to maintain 
existing sources of reliable Essential Energy Services.  

The pace of growth in renewables, however, highlights the important role that more 
traditional and reliable sources of energy play in the system.  

This underscores the need for continued essential generation from dispatchable sources to 
balance and complement the high levels of variable supply entering the energy system to 
deliver affordable, reliable power for consumers. 

Importantly, gas-fired generation grew in Queensland and the Northern Territory last year, 
with overall generation remaining relatively stable in recent years. 

Coal also continued to be the backbone of our electricity supply, representing 54 per cent of 
total generation in 2020 and playing an essential role as a stable, baseload source of 
affordable and reliable power. 

Minister for Energy and Emissions Reduction Angus Taylor said the Morrison Government is 
ensuring Australia’s record level of renewable energy is complemented by dispatchable 
generation.  
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“My focus is ensuring Australia’s energy system remains reliable and affordable for all 
Australians,” Minister Taylor said. 

“The Morrison Government is taking strong action to stabilise the grid and get the energy 
generation balance right to ensure Australians can access the reliable and affordable power 
they need, when they need it”. 

“We are a renewable energy powerhouse, and this is something we should be proud of, 
but renewables need reliable generation to back them up and maintain pressure on prices 
when the sun isn’t shining and the wind isn’t blowing.” 

“Reliable sources of energy, like coal and gas, will continue to be needed to keep the lights 
on and deliver 24/7 power for households and businesses as more and more renewables 
enter the system.” 

St Baker Energy endorses these comments and recommends that the ESB, and subsequently 
Commonwealth-State Energy Ministers, publicly endorse the critical role of traditional (thermal) 
Synchronous Generators in continuing to underpin a safe, secure, reliable and affordable electricity 
system while the NEM transitions to a still higher level of renewables and take the short-term and 
medium to longer term measures required to ensure this transition operates smoothly in the best 
interests of households and business. 

 

Trevor St. Baker AO 

Director 
St Baker Energy Innovation Fund 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment: St Baker Energy Innovation Fund submission to the Parliamentary Committee on 
Environment and Energy inquiry into the current circumstances, and the future 
need and potential for dispatchable energy generation and storage capability in 
Australia. 
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10 May 2021 

 
Committee Secretariat 
House of Representatives  
Standing Committee on the Environment and Energy 
PO Box 6021 
Parliament House 
Canberra  ACT  2600 
 
Email to Environment.Reps@aph.gov.au 

 

Submission to the House of Representatives Standing Committee  

on the Environment and Energy 

 

Dear Committee members, 

RE:  Inquiry into the current circumstances, and the future need and potential for dispatchable 
energy generation and storage capability in Australia. 

The  opportunity  to  make  a  submission  to  this  bi‐partisan  Parliamentary  Committee  is  greatly 

appreciated, as  I have had more  than sixty years  in  the electricity generation and supply  industry, 

nationally  and  globally,  creating  internationally‐competitive  electricity  prices  for  the  benefit  of 

Australia industry and our national economy, and am currently a major investor across all sectors of 

the electricity and transport sectors at this time of major transformation in both sectors, as part of the 

global transformation to a Net Zero Emissions future. 

The Committee’s inquiry comes at a critical time as Australia’s Energy Ministers will this year decide 

on major changes to the National Electricity Market (NEM) following a major review by the Energy 

Security Board (ESB) of a Post‐2025 NEM Market redesign. This is the first fundamental review of the 

NEM since it was first established in December 1998. 

The electricity operations and management agencies brought  together under  the ESB have had a 

strong  focus on how  to promote  investment  to  replace  coal‐fired generators when  they  reach an 

assumed technical retirement age, or earlier, and this has led to a major focus by these agencies on 

how to ensure that the range of services currently provided free‐of‐charge by coal‐fired generators 

through their operation as synchronous generators will be sourced to maintain system security and 

reliability of the electricity grid, as well as trying to price the impacts of retirements of existing coal‐

fired generators on future electricity costs to businesses and residents.  

And unfortunately,  they have had no  regard  to  the base‐line  costs with existing  coal‐fired power 

stations  continuing  to  deliver  their  dispatchability  at  reduced  production  levels  to  accommodate 

greater uptake of weather‐dependent wind and solar while they also continue to provide the essential 

system support services to the Grid, while operating at minimum safe operating levels. 
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The ESB proposals  for Market Redesign have accordingly effectively excluded consideration of this 

potential for life extensions of existing (largely fully depreciated) coal‐fired generators (with existing 

transmission  in  place,  approved  locations  and  environmental  impacts,  and  continuing  access  to 

economical  fuel  supplies), as by  far  the  lowest  system‐wide cost option  for meeting  the needs of 

electricity consumers for a safe, secure and reliable electricity system, while refining the electricity 

market mechanisms  to price  the essential  system  support  services as well as  the energy  sourcing 

against which alternative essential service technologies can be priced and offered to achieve to deliver 

the essential system security and reliability while decarbonising the system. 

At the same time, the electrification of the transport sector globally, as well as of all fixed industrial 

and rural energy sourcing,  is greatly expanding the demand  for electricity, with transformations  in 

these sectors expanding the opportunities for  innovative alternative solutions to existing coal‐fired 

generators. Importantly, the most respected in‐depth development of pathways to Net Zero Emissions 

in overall interconnected systems, islanded and without external interconnections, offer no current 

conceivable solution for 24/7 base‐loading coincident solar and wind generation, and fall back on both 

Nuclear and CCS of  fossil‐fuel‐fired generation  for zero‐emission dispatchable generation essential 

system support.  

‐ Australia of course has neither nuclear nor a CCS solution in its energy supply planning. 

I take  issue with many of the prescriptive solutions these agencies have presented  in their  in their 

consultation papers on  recommended  solutions  to  a demonstrated market  failing,  as opposed  to 

concentrating  on market  design  to  attract  the  optimum  and  least  cost  innovative  solutions  that 

competing Market Participants are prepared to invest in, in an open and competitive market.  

There is greater scope for a Market Redesign to incorporate investment signals to attract innovative 

and lowest‐cost solutions for greater emissions reduction not only by alternative technologies, but in 

respect to the existing coal‐fired generators by taking advantage of operating capabilities down to 

minimum safe operating loads to accommodate greater uptake of weather‐dependent wind and solar, 

and with the flexibility for sustained ramping back to full rated output as the sun goes down and the 

wind stops blowing, than by way of tasking the regulated transmission monopolies to source solutions 

to generation market shortcomings, which they are only too pleased to invest in on the basis of capital 

cost  passthrough  to  electricity  consumers  for  decades  into  the  future,  and  when  there  are  no 

evidenced‐based solutions identified nor Market participant investment offerings identified. And all 

this after 30‐months of deliberations mon the post‐2025 Market Redesign. 

At this penultimate hour in relation to the post‐2025 Market Redesign process deliberations by these 

electricity  agencies,  the  ESB  Chair  has  had  to  publicly  acknowledged  that  neither  feasible  nor 

economic alternative dispatchable generation options have been presented to the ESB with certainty 

as to how the power system will adapt to such a rapid transition to clean but weather‐dependent 

renewable energy in place of Australia’s existing coal‐fired power stations.  

- It  seems  to  us  that  the  Australian  electorate  will  not  accept  the  draft  conclusions  and 

recommendations  in  relation  to  the  post‐2025  NEM  Market  Redesign  that  have  been 

circulated  by  the  ESB  for  final  comment  by  the  collective  of  electricity  bureaucracies  co‐

ordinated by the ESB, that the closure of most of Australia’s coal‐fired power stations over the 

next twenty years  is  inevitable, with timings of closures more  likely earlier than previously 

anticipated,  despite  no  feasible  alternative  solutions  being  identified,  and  certainly  no 

concrete investment proposals by Market Participants.  
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- The ESB Chair had to summarise the findings as “a situation where we don’t have a  lot of 

options, and frankly it’s going to be a bit messy through this next decade or so”.  

This bi‐partisan Parliamentary Committee has the opportunity to counter the demonising of essential 

coal‐fired generator businesses delivering nearly 70% of Australia’s electricity generation and supply 

at present, and projected to be supplying up to 40% of an increasing total electricity supply annually 

for decades to come, and counter these pressures for investors to exit this essential business sector 

for decades to come. 

The  politicisation  of  such  complex  industrial  and  business  matters  of  huge  national  economic 

importance is confusing and unproductive to the general public, and has negative impacts on business 

certainty  in  the sector.  It  is hoped  that  this bi‐partisan Parliamentary Committee might be able  to 

come to bi‐partisan consensus that would assist the resolution of the challenges that the ESB Chair 

has described.  

I would welcome the opportunity to assist the Committee in its deliberations if and wherever possible. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Trevor St. Baker AO 

Director 

St Baker Energy Innovation Fund 

 
 
Trevor St Baker AO 
Phone: +61 407 146 278 
Email: tstbaker@stbenergy.com.au 
Address: Level 11, 344 Queen St, Brisbane Qld.  4000 
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The House of Representatives Standing Committee on the Environment and Energy 

Parliamentary Committee on Future Energy Generation & Storage 

 

Inquiry into the current circumstances, and the future need and potential for dispatchable energy 
generation and storage capability in Australia. 

Terms of Reference 

a. current and future needs; 

b. issues related to system integration, connection, and grid transmission requirements; 

c. existing, new and emerging technologies; 

d. comparative efficiency, cost, timeliness of development and delivery, and other features of 

various technologies; 

e. applications to various scales and forms of end-use such as households, industry, and 

transport; 

f. Australia's research and innovation development framework and policies; 

g. opportunities for Australia to grow and export dispatchable zero-emission power;  and 

h. other relevant matters, including reference to international examples. 

Submission by Trevor St.Baker AO, Hon DEng (Qld), BE (NSW), BA (Syd), FIEA, FAIE, 
FAusIMM, MAICD, on behalf of StBaker Energy Innovation Fund (StBaker Energy) 

StBaker Energy is appreciative of the opportunity to make a submission to the Parliamentary 
Committee on Future Energy and Storage.  It is both a timely and imperative Inquiry into the current 
drivers and future needs of Australia’s energy market arrangements, particularly as Commonwealth-
State Energy Ministers will this year decide on potential - and critical - changes to the design of the 
NEM. 

The establishment of this bi-partisan Parliamentary Committee at this time, is potentially a timely 
circuit-breaker to resolve matters of alarmist public debate which have overwhelmed the designated 
agencies, and affected their performances of their primary responsibilities, as defined in the 
Electricity Law of the Commonwealth and the States as the National Electricity Objective (NEO), “to 
promote efficient investment in, and efficient operation and use of, electricity services for the long-
term interests of consumers of electricity with respect to price, quality, safety and reliability and 
security of supply of electricity, and for the reliability, safety and security of the national electricity 
system”. 

The continued commercial operations of coal-fired power stations presently supplying nearly 70% of 
total annual electricity demand across the five-State National Electricity Market, and greater than 
90% of the essential system support services required to control voltage and frequency of supply 
within limits required by electrical appliances, engines and industrial machinery, are under threat 
from an excessive uptake of coincident weather-dependent solar and wind generation, in an 
electricity market design that is now incapable of automatically balancing electricity generation and 
supply to the system electricity demand when the sun is out, nor automatically ensuring sufficient 
dispatchable operating reserves to ramp up as the sun goes down to ensure adequate non-weather-
dependent generation is available to meet the evening peak and credible system contingencies every 
day, after the sun goes down. 
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Dispatchable (large scale synchronous) generation provides the necessary essential system support 
services required to operate an electricity supply grid securely. The current NEM electricity market 
design however is now challenged by the closure of 15% of the coal-fired generating capability over 
the past decade and excessive uptake of solar and wind generation, producing a rapid increase in 
intermittent (non-synchronous) generation, including global record uptake of roof-top solar PV. This 
is ultimately leading to increased system-wide costs to households and businesses, as well as 
investment uncertainty. Many of these costs are not transparent to end consumers.  

The increasing direct costs associated with managing the energy transition, such as frequency control 
services and interventions to keep or bring dispatchable resources into the market, highlighted 
regularly in AEMO’s Quarterly Dynamics reports, as well as the indirect costs of constraining off the 
excess coincident weather-dependent resources that have been subsidised into the market, is not an 
efficient market outcome. Additionally, State based VRE support schemes are grossly exacerbating 
these challenges. 

- The National Electricity Market (NEM) was designed to expressly remove these 
inefficiencies, when implemented more than two decades ago.  

At its core, these additional costs arise as a result of the decommitment of existing synchronous 
generators which are not paid for the essential system support services that are then lost to the 
system. This is widely agreed as one of the most significant challenges to the NEM, including in an 
earlier (2017) inquiry by this Standing Committee (Powering our Future) which made a number of 
recommendations about the need for system services and that they be ascribed a value that 
encourages investment in the provision of those services.  

The politicising of the rate at which the emission-reduction transformation can occur, and in 
particular the rate at which coal-fired power stations in Australia have to be closed, has led to a 
media-supported alarmist misinformation of the public by climate activist lobbies, with inappropriate 
comparisons of pathways to net zero emissions in islanded interconnected electricity networks such 
as Australia, and exaggerated claims of emission reduction solutions without evidenced-based details 
of the technical feasibility to meet electricity system operational requirements in the NEM once the 
existing coal-fired power stations are decommissioned, nor of implementation costs for a material 
contribution on a total system scale, nor guarantees from proponents that Australian households and 
businesses will continue to enjoy a safe, secure and reliable electricity system.  

Of even more concern, at the same time that coal and gas-fired thermal generators are under threat 
from an excessive uptake of coincident weather-dependent solar and wind generation in the NEM, 
and without remuneration for the essential system support services they provide, the withdrawal of 
normal business services to coal-fired power generation businesses by finance institutions, and 
increasingly by insurance companies, “grand-standing” and “virtue-signalling” to alarmist media 
coverage, is threatening to further accelerate the early retirement of existing fossil-fired generation 
businesses that are essential to the continued electricity supply in the NEM for many decades into 
the future.  

The Australian energy system is at a tipping point. The rapid adoption of renewables, with over-
investment in intermittent, weather-dependent, and non-synchronous generation resources, and the 
lack of a market signal for the provision of essential services that have historically been provided as 
a “by-product” by existing coal-fired generators, is driving significant challenges to market 
operations. This dynamic is now creating a problem for grid security and reliability that needs to be 
addressed as a matter of urgency, not post-2025. 
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This bi-partisan Parliamentary Committee has the opportunity to counter the demonising of such 
essential businesses delivering nearly 70% of Australia’s electricity generation and supply, and 
projected to be supplying up to 40% of an increasing total electricity supply annually for decades to 
come. The “grand-standing” and “virtue-signalling” by financial institutions and insurance companies, 
publicly exhorting their companies’ withdrawal of essential business services from these businesses 
which are essential to our economic survival, to avoid being cast in “bad public light”, could be 
countered by a reasoned accord by this bi-partisan Parliamentary Committee in support of the latest 
appeals by the Energy Security Board Chair, Kerry Schott. 

- The ESB Chair has at last publicly acknowledged that neither feasible nor economic 
alternative dispatchable generation options have been presented to the ESB as to how the 
power system can adapt to the rapid transition to clean but weather-dependent renewable 
energy.  

- The Australian electorate will not accept the draft conclusions and recommendations in 
relation to the post-2025 NEM Market Redesign that have been circulated by the ESB for 
final comment by the collective of electricity bureaucracies co-ordinated by the ESB, that 
the closure of most of Australia’s coal-fired power stations over the next twenty years is 
inevitable, with timings of closures more likely earlier than previously anticipated, despite 
no feasible alternative solutions being identified, and certainly no concrete investment 
proposals by Market Participants.  

- The ESB Chair had to summarise the findings as “a situation where we don’t have a lot of 
options, and frankly it’s going to be a bit messy through this next decade or so”.  

The electricity agencies have not just failed in their primary duty “to promote efficient investment in, 
and efficient operation and use of, electricity services for the long-term interests of consumers of 
electricity with respect to price, quality, safety and reliability and security of supply of electricity, and 
for the reliability, safety and security of the national electricity system”, but together with the energy 
personnel in the government energy departments, have demonstrated that  they are totally out of 
their depth in electricity generation planning, which under the NEM was to be a product of open and 
competitive investment by Market Participants in response to NEM Pool Price signals.  

The uptake of the legislated 20% Renewable Energy Target by 2020, with a market price established 
for compulsory lodging of renewable generation certificates at progressively increasing rates, up to 
the 2020 target, was a cost impost passed through to electricity customers, but successfully produced 
new renewable investment in the open and competitive market under the NEM Market Rules. 
Network Service Providers however relaxed the rules in relation to Connection Agreements, not 
requiring commitments from new Renewable generation applicants to contribute to the additional 
capital cost of transmission connection reinforcements to markets for their generation dispatch, and 
certain generation congestion has occurred in certain wind and solar zones, with dispatch limits 
imposed, in addition to dispatch revenues being discounted as a result of severe Marginal Loss 
Factors, being the intended “location signal” to guide new generation to generation deficient 
locations, not over-build generation in areas when transmission reinforcement could not be justified.  

Interventions in the market by State governments offering guaranteed off-takes to renewables in 
their States, to accelerate the market response to beyond the 20% RET, have however added to 
locational dispatch restrictions resulting from congestion in certain areas, to regular curtailment in 
South Australia and Victoria, and regular low-and-negative State Pool prices, with negative impacts 
on returns on utility wind and solar project financing, as well as producing the failure of NEM Market 
Design to influence generation dispatch whenever high wind and solar generation occurs and Pool 
Prices fall below generator contract off-take prices.  
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The electricity market management and oversight authorities have lost most of their market-
experienced personnel, and are now virtually exclusively populated by personnel with no practical 
electricity market experience, and with many with experience only in regulated network monopolies, 
and who are assigning responsibilities for solving the electricity market problems to the monopoly 
regulated transmission businesses, at a time of great change when market-based mechanisms are 
more critical than ever in arriving at the most appropriate and innovative solutions. 

- Giving monopoly transmission operators, that are rewarded via guaranteed regulated 
returns over the life of their assets, responsibility for procuring some of the system support 
services lost as a result of the decommitment of existing market-based thermal generators, 
either directly (ie, through the installation of network assets such as synchronous 
condensers) or under long term contracts, may appear to be a panacea by addressing 
immediate issues in part, but will add to long term transition challenges. 

- Not only will such replacement solutions for lost generator market services create a bias for 
technologies that fit the experience of transmission companies, but such a network 
approach, affording them a guaranteed return over the life of the asset, therefore 
effectively shields them from any stranded asset risk, and at the expense of electricity 
consumers in the future. 

Progress to adapt the NEM to continue to deliver the outcomes prescribed by the NEO into the future 
has been slow, despite clear recognition of the issues involved and the potential solutions going back 
a number of years (particularly a range of publications by AEMO). We are seeing the impact of this 
from the recently announced early closure of the Yallourn power station, and even this serious signal 
of market failure has been compounded by further intervention in the market by way of direct 
government subsidies to this Market Participant to stay in service for a couple of years, to the further 
disadvantage of every other Generation Market Participant.  

Further early closures of other large scale 24/7 dispatchable synchronous (thermal) generators is 
being widely predicted in the electricity agency discussion papers on the post-2025 Market Redesign, 
with the assumption that dispatchable services will emerge to replace the lost dispatchable 
generation capability and essential system support services, by a combination of renewables and 
storage options. 

- Nowhere in the world is any islanded interconnected electricity supply system being 
planned to be served by wind and solar and storage. 

- The most respected and exhaustive Princeton University study and report to the Biden 
Government on pathways to a Net Zero Emission outcome for the North American 
continent, as well as the current reported UK Government plan for Net Zero Emission, both 
rely on Nuclear power generation and carbon capture and sequestration of fossil-fuel-fired 
generation for feasible, yet still expensive, pathways to Net Zero Emission energy targets. 

- Australia of course has neither such zero-emission generation options to replace its existing 
“now-marginalised” dispatchable coal-fired generation capability. 

- Neither the North American nor UK pathways to Net Zero Emissions found any feasible 
material contribution from pumped hydro energy storage, nor any other panacea to achieve 
24/7 base-loading of solar and wind generation, based on current known and demonstrated 
technologies. 
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- Yet non-engineering theorists, such as abound at the ANU, in Australia, claim that the 
“flattest and driest” continent in the world is capable of base-loading coincident solar and 
wind to provide a secure and reliable 24/7 supply to electricity customers. This has been 
rebutted by a Study of “The Lowest Cost Path to Net Zero Emissions”, by Gamma Energy 
Technology P/L, that up to 75 Snowy 2.0s (150,000MW) would be needed for a 100% 
renewable system for current NEM energy demands.  

- There currently is also no technology demonstrated to be able to deliver the scale and 
competitiveness of essential services provided by the existing dispatchable generation 
technologies, namely coal, gas hydro or nuclear power generation. And large scale 
dispatchable thermal generation will continue to be required to cover an increasing ramping 
requirement and to meet daily peak demands and meet credible contingencies, when the 
sun has gone down. 

It is evident from market outcomes already that if we continue on our current path, the NEO will 
continue to not be met, and that VRE State based support schemes are turning the NEM into a 
runaway train on a dead end line. The “excitement” that “green hydrogen” industry for Australia 
might be at that “end of the line” of excess subsidised solar and wind is producing a lot of government 
commitment of public money, but scarce committed near-term investors. 

The increasing direct costs associated with managing the energy transition, such as frequency control 
services and interventions to keep or bring dispatchable resources into the market, at the same time 
as the indirect costs of constraining off the renewable resources that are subsidised into the market 
and provide emission free zero cost energy, is not an efficient market outcome.  

At its core, these additional costs arise from the lack of value attributed to the services provided by 
dispatchable generation through a competitive market mechanism, even though this is widely agreed 
as one of the most significant challenges to the NEM. Importantly, the same new market proposed 
for defined Essential System Support Services, such as day-ahead operating reserve commitment and 
sustained fast ramping capability, are the same markets that will enable battery energy storage to 
compete with existing thermal generators in contracting these services. 

Progress to adapt the NEM to continue to deliver the outcomes prescribed by the NEO into the future 
has been slow. We are seeing the impact of this from the early closure of the Yallourn power station. 
Further early closures of dispatchable plant are widely predicted with the assumption that 
dispatchable services can be readily replaced by a combination of renewables and storage options. 

- This is not the case.  

- There currently is no technology that can deliver the scale and competitiveness of essential 
services provided by the existing dispatchable resources, at anywhere near the same cost. 

Without the creation of more effective market signals to attract dispatchable generation investment 
in the resource mix in the NEM it is unlikely that the NEM will provide efficient outcomes, resulting 
in a disorderly and expensive transition to reduced emissions. And despite certain seriously flawed 
examples of capacity markets, the facts are that Energy-Only electricity markets, such as the NEM, 
have not exhibited strong effective long-term capital investment signals. Accordingly it is critical to 
seriously consider the Unit Commitment for Service propositions proposed by the ESB, and as 
exampled by the Delta Electricity Day-Ahead Operating Reserve Commitment Rule Change proposal,  
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which limits capacity payments to dispatchable generation bid on a day-ahead basis to be part of the 
dispatch to meet the next day’s peak demand with credible contingency and without weather-
dependent renewable generation, and only receiving a Capacity payment for that one day for the 
capability successfully bid not required because of weather dependent wind or the occurrence of a 
lower actual peak demand, ie without the credible contingency. 

As these dynamics play out in the market on a daily basis, government agencies empowered to 
navigate the energy transition have become seemingly overwhelmed not only by the pace of change 
and market dynamics, but Governments at all levels independently intervening in the electricity 
market with policy frameworks that further accelerate the needs for urgent measures to contain 
threats to electricity system security, reliability and costs.  

The establishment of this bi-partisan Parliamentary Committee at this time is, therefore, also 
potentially a timely circuit-breaker to resolve these matters in way that allows an orderly transition 
to the future low emission energy system and protect Australian businesses from a collapse of 
confidence in the sustainability of an efficient and internationally-competitive electricity supply 
system.  

This is particularly critical at this point in time as much of the public advocacy for accelerating the 
replacement of existing 24/7 dispatchable coal-fired generation with weather-dependent wind and 
solar in Australia fails to recognise, or acknowledge, the minimum technical and operational 
requirements for a secure and reliable 24/7 power supply system. And much of this public advocacy 
focuses on the low marginal cost of this intermittent weather related generation, rather than the 
demonstration of the overall system-wide costs and commercial feasibility of providing like-for-like 
energy and essential services of the large-scale synchronous (thermal) generation proposed to be 
replaced.  

The involvement of Australia’s mainstream media, and especially of Australia’s publicly-owned media 
outlets, in the denigration of electricity generation businesses that are relied upon to manage the 
emission-reduction transformation while maintaining a secure, reliable and affordable electricity 
supply capability while the transformation is occurring, makes it difficult for service industries to 
avoid being drawn into the “extinction revolution” spectacle, and for political representatives to 
present themselves unless they avow allegiance to the high level demands of the extinction 
revolution, effectively supporting the demonising of essential businesses serving Australia’s interests, 
and not opposed to the emissions reduction aims..  

When faced with public advocacy for accelerating the replacement of existing 24/7 dispatchable 
generation with weather-dependent wind and solar in Australia, there is a real need to recognise the 
importance of a reliable and sustainable electricity system to economic success of Australia.  
Commercial and industrial demand represents more than two-thirds of total annual energy demand 
in interconnected systems such as the NEM. To sustain the levels of economic activity, employment 
and standard of living Australians are demanding into the future it is imperative that energy market 
arrangements evolve in a way that supports economically efficient outcomes and investment 
decisions. This imperative is not mutually exclusive to achieving a low carbon emissions energy 
system.  

As the founder of StBaker Energy, which has controlling and joint-controlling interests in national and 
global businesses in the energy and transport sectors, in a multi-billion-dollar private venture capital 
portfolio, I have set out certain comments in relation to a number of the eight stated terms of 
reference questions of the Parliamentary Committee Inquiry in relation to the interconnected 
National Electricity Market (NEM), as follows: 
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a. Current & future needs: 

 

To clearly articulate current and future needs, we need to be clear about the problem we are trying 
to solve and develop a clear problem statement. This will help guide the transition from the current 
state, to the appropriate ‘to be’ state, being an economically efficient low carbon energy system that 
supports consumer needs and provides for a vibrant and competitive commercial and industrial 
sector.  

In simple terms, Australia has been, and still is, reliant on carbon intensive synchronous thermal 
generation, currently the greatest source of dispatchable energy and essential system support 
services. The simple fact is that the only synchronous and dispatchable generation technologies 
capable of delivering 24/7 electricity on demand as well as by-product essential system support 
services and unit commitments for energy dispatch and sustained fast ramp services, are fossil-fired 
generation, both gas and coal, high-yield hydro generation and nuclear power generation.  

This will change in the medium to long term. However, until the technology is both scalable and 
commercial, the NEM will need to maintain access to existing dispatchable resources, recognising 
that this is key to establishing the appropriate problem statement to guide the energy market 
transition in way that aligns incentives and supports efficient market outcomes toward the ‘to be’ 
state.  

In this context we provide the following comments: 

i. There is a critical need for wider recognition of the role synchronous 24/7 dispatchable 
generation plays in the market.  Dispatchable synchronous generation provides a 
multitude of services to the energy market.  It provides an abundance of energy to meet 
daily, and annual peak power demands as well as essential system services.  An 
interconnected islanded system such as the NEM requires at least 40% dispatchable 
synchronous generation at any instant of time to control system frequency and voltage, a 
capability not provided by intermittent asynchronous wind or solar resources. 
 

ii. The ESB is projecting that intermittent weather-dependent wind and solar will in the near-
term be capable of safely supplying 75% of total interconnected demand at any instant of 
time within secure and reliable system requirements. There is no certainty that this will 
be able to be achieved in the NEM, in which there is no real time diversity for Solar and 
little for wind.  

iii. In addition, synchronous generation provides a sustained fast ramp capability over the 
five to six hours where demand nearly doubles as solar and wind production decline 
between midday and the evening peak electricity demand. Dispatchable generation 
provides spinning reserve to meet credible system supply and demand contingencies 
including unplanned breakdowns and forced outages of generating plant. This can amount 
to the equivalent of 10% of annual peak power demand, or close to 5,000MW presently 
for the NEM.  

iv. There are simply no feasible alternative technologies anywhere near proof of concept, 
translation and delivery, nor of known development cost for any near-term investment to 
control an interconnected electricity supply network of mixed business, commercial & 
industrial, and residential electricity needs, based on 100% wind and solar generation, nor 
in fact greater than the 75% target aimed at by the ESB. 
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v. Over the past decade, a total of 5,000MW of coal-fired generation has been retired and 
decommissioned, being some 13% of the 39,000MW total 24/7 dispatchable generation 
in service in 2007. The forthcoming planned retirements of Liddell and Yallourn power 
stations, equivalent to a further 3,450MW or a further 10% lost dispatchable generation 
capability, will place excessive reliance on intermittent wind and solar to be available at 
evening peaks throughout the years ahead well beyond the capabilities that any near-
term energy storage or defined and feasible demand response could be relied upon to 
make up.  Increasing de-commitments, for periods, and risks of permanent de-
commissioning of remaining fossil-fuel-fired dispatchable generators across the NEM 
represent a present and real threat to the electricity supply security and reliability. 

vi. No new 24/7 dispatchable power generation has been commissioned in the NEM since 
the 750MW Kogan Creek generating unit in Queensland in 2007, when there was a total 
of ~31,000MW coal and gas-fired 24/7 dispatchable fossil-fuel-fired (coal & gas) 
generating capability in the NEM, plus 8,000MW of 24/7 dispatchable 
peaking/intermediate hydro capability. At the time there was 2,700MW of peaking gas-
fired open-cycle gas turbines, providing synchronous and dispatchable generation at 
times of system peak demands. 

vii. Increasing pressures are being created in the media and in political circles, reflecting 
media disinformation to the public that closure of all coal-fired power stations was 
possible over the next two decades, without assured replacement of Australia’s primary 
source of 24/7 dispatchable generation and system support services, presently being 
some 22,000MW of coal-fired power generation, supplying some ~68% of total NEM 
annual electricity generation demand, and 4,560MW of CCGT & thermal gas-fired power 
generation, supplying some ~2% of total annual electricity demand, there being only 
8,000MW of zero-emission renewable 24/7 dispatchable hydro-generation, supplying 
peaking/intermediate supply capability equivalent to ~7½% of total annual energy 
demand in the NEM, depending on hydro yields.  

viii. Over the next decade, electricity demands are projected to continue to increase with 
population growth, but also more markedly as a result of increasing electrification of 
energy delivery across all sectors, as is occurring globally, and particularly in the transport 
sector, and which together are projected to increase electricity demands per capita by up 
to 100% within two to three decades, largely but not exclusively capable of being provided 
outside evening peak periods, and nearly exclusively by renewable generation sources. 

ix. While most new electricity growth in the transport, fixed energy and rural sectors will be 
able to be supported by renewable wind and solar generation and energy storage 
initiatives, there will be increases in daily peak and annual peak demands due to both 
population growth as well as on-peak demand per capita growth. This will need the on 
demand dispatchable resources currently provided by thermal and hydro but in future by 
new technologies such as batteries.  

x. The NEM market design has been identified by the Energy Security Board (ESB) as not fit 
for purpose as a result of Australia’s global-leading uptakes of solar and wind generation, 
requiring intervention by the Market Operator, AEMO, on some 60% of days annually in 
South Australia, and increasingly in Victoria, to curtail solar and wind generation and 
direct dispatchable resources into service to provide essential system support services, of 
voltage and frequency control, and for in-service operating reserves to ramp up to meet 
evening peak demands on such days as the sun goes down. 
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xi. An immediate, and well overdue, creation of markets is necessary for essential system 
support services and for day-ahead commitment for operating reserves to meet daily peak 
demands, every day of each year. These markets are necessary to provide credible 
contingency reserves and for sustained fast ramp capability where demand almost 
doubles at the same time that solar production declines between midday and the evening 
peak.  The markets will define and establish a competitive market value for essential 
services, attract investment from new service providers and technologies at the same 
time as valuing the services which are currently provided in by synchronous thermal and 
hydro generating power stations in the NEM.  

xii. Since Australia has no high-yield hydro capability, being the flattest and driest continent 
on earth, other than in Tasmania, nuclear power generation is banned, and with gas a 
finite resource supplying only one-fortieth of the electricity generation of coal, and at 
more than double the unit cost of coal-fired generation at even the current miniscule 
electricity contribution of gas, the only current feasible alternative synchronous and 
dispatchable generation source to present coal-fired generation for the Australian 
continent is CCS (carbon-capture and storage) of Latrobe brown coal in the de-gassed 
caverns in the Bass Strait, or legalising and roll-out of nuclear power generation, starting 
with SMR (smaller modular reactor) generators at the ends of rural transmission 
connections to regional population centres. 

xiii. The respected Princeton University study of possible US Net-Zero Feasible Paths 
identifying that while batteries offered productive short-term counter-intermittent 
energy storage contributions in energy and emissions planning, neither batteries nor 
pumped hydro energy storage offered material contributions to a sustainable feasible net-
zero plan for the North American continent. 

xiv. The Princeton University study of possible US Net-Zero Feasible Paths for North America 
concluded that nuclear power generation and CCS-ed gas-fired generation for the 
electricity sector were essential zero-emission dispatchable generation sources to 
complement high-yield hydro generation in the electricity sector, and conversion of the 
transport sector to renewables-backed EV’s and hydrogen fuel. 

xv. Similarly, the UK Government official position on full decarbonisation of the electricity 
sector is that reliance remains dependent on wider development of nuclear power 
generation, bio-mass use for power generation and CCS for gas-fired generation. 

xvi. In Australia, the assumption of a fixed 50-year technical operating life for a coal-fired 
power station seems to have inhibited the electricity agencies, the Chief Scientist, and 
public commentary, obsessed with the persistent mantra for closure of coal-fired power 
stations, from the reality that there is no fixed operating life for conventional coal-fired 
power stations. As a consequence, repeated representations in the present NEM Market 
Design consultations that the baseline electricity supply cost to business energy 
customers in the NEM, and in parallel to the diminishing residential sector, against which 
greater levels of decarbonisation of the electricity sector should be measured and made 
clear to the public and to government bureaucrats and politicians, is the system electricity 
supply cost based on continuing repair, rehabilitation and life-extension expenditure for 
all existing coal-fired power stations. 

xvii. Delta Electricity station has previously announced that refurbishment and life-extension 
capital expenditures to extend the life of its 1,320MW Vales Point coal-fired power station 
for 20 years beyond its current 50-year operational business case would be less than 
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$400m. This cost, at less than $0.3m/MW, to extend the life of existing dispatchable 
generation & by-product essential system support services for 20 years is a fraction of the 
cost of any other new replacement 24/7 synchronous dispatchable generation. 

- This indicative cost for a 20-year life extension beyond a 50-year operating life is one-
thirtieth of the  ~$9m/MW overall total capital cost of base load generated energy for 30% 
capacity factor solar generation (>$3m/MW), pumped hydro energy storage (>$3m/MW), 
and transmission from the REZ and to and from the pumped storage locations (~$2/MW), 
plus cost to provide system inertia and essential system control services when trying to 
utilize all the solar generation in the middle of days. 

- Compared to a capital cost of ~$6.6billion to extend the lives of the existing 22,000MW 
of coal-fired generation in the NEM for 20 years beyond their nominal 50-year operating 
lives, at the Vales Point indicative cost, the cost at the above indicative price to base-load 
100% renewable replacement for the existing 22,000MW NEM coal-fired generation fleet 
would be $200billion. 

- There is no doubt that nuclear power generation would cost less than the ~$9m/MW 
for base-loading renewables and that HELE coal-fired generation with CCS would also be 
less than the cost per MW of base-loading renewables., but each would be at least 20-
time the cost per MW to extend the lives of the existing coal-fired power stations in the 
NEM. 

- The public don’t want to know how much they could save from a 30-times cost of 
electricity to a twenty-five-times cost. They want to understand what a twenty-five-times 
cost of capital for electricity for this twenty years would do to the Australian economy, 
jobs and our standard of living in Australia. 

xviii.  Large synchronous generators (coal fired generators) must be supported to ensure the 
NEM remains functional until new technologies and adequate storage can be delivered. 

 
b. Issues related to system integration, connection, and grid transmission requirements. 

 
 

c. Existing, new and emerging technologies 

 
i. While there are academic advocates in Australia for Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHES) 

to offer solutions for base-loading weather-dependent wind and solar generation in 

Australia, PHES is not advocated anywhere in the world as a material solution to base-

loading of wind and solar as the 100% generation sources for 24/7 electricity supply in any 

islanded interconnected electricity supply system with the industrial, commercial and 

small & medium business electricity demands as in Australia.  

 
ii. PHES involves major additional costs to 24/7 generation supply, because of the narrow 

concentration of solar generation capture over only one-third of the day and around a 

common midday peak solar capture, and similar coincident wind generation patterns in 

interconnected systems, plus the added transmission cost between the different locations 

of the renewable generation, the pumped storage, and the population centres to be 

supplied, around the clock, in addition to the prohibitive costs and environmental 

challenges of PHES capital works. 
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iii. Importantly, when the most mountainous and high rainfall countries see no material 

contribution for PHES to produce 24/7 electricity supply capability for interconnected 

systems such as the NEM from wind and solar generation, it can hardly be seen to be 

feasible in the flattest and driest continent in the world. 

 
iv. Batteries have valuable potential in short-term shifting of otherwise curtailed generated 

energy capability, but due to high concentration of coincident solar generation in the 

middle of the day and similar concentrations at times of high wind generation in the 

interconnected system, the extent of energy transfer from excess and curtailed solar and 

wind generation to periods of little or no solar and wind generation by way of battery 

energy storage is well beyond the capability of present feasible battery capabilities at 

affordable cost.  

 
v. Market Participant investment in batteries for potential economic and commercial 

opportunities require refinements of the current NEM Market design to value and 

remunerate the services they could provide in competition with existing dispatchable 

generators, especially in the provision of operational reserve of dispatchable generation 

to ramp up as the sun goes down and system demand ramps up to evening peaks each 

day, and when high winds drop, at other times. 

 
vi. There is also advocacy from the regulated network monopolies that synchronous 

condensers be approved to replace certain essential system support services, such as 

system voltage and frequency control presently supplied as unpaid by-product by existing 

dispatchable coal-fired generators, that would be lost with the closure of existing coal-

fired power stations. Not being Market Participants, the network monopolies would rely 

on approval of regulated charges to electricity consumers, instead of Market Participants 

being attracted to offer and be remunerated for the provision of these services by way of 

open competitive markets for these essential system services, in a modified NEM Market 

design. and government intervention  

 
vii. The idea that synchronous condensers could be a material contributor of essential system 

support services to replace conventional synchronous dispatchable generators in an 

interconnected system, is contradicted by informed accounts and conclusions 

internationally.  

 

d. Comparative efficiency, cost, timeliness of development and delivery, and other features of 

various technologies 

 
i. Market Participant investment in batteries for potential economic and commercial 

opportunities require refinements of the current NEM Market design to value and 

remunerate the services they could provide in competition with existing dispatchable 

generators, especially in the provision of operational reserve of dispatchable generation 

to ramp up as the sun goes down and system demand ramps up to evening peaks each 

day, and when high winds drop, at other times. 
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ii. As with energy storage solutions, the real value of synchronous condensers to make up 

for displaced essential system support services, would best be established by the 

amendment to the NEM Market design with the introduction of new open and 

competitive markets to value and remunerate the lowest cost proponent to provide 

defined services, be they new technologies or currently provided on unremunerated 

bases by existing synchronous dispatchable generators. 

 
iii. All of these suggestions by regulated monopolies and advocates seeking government 

backing and grants should be tested by the introduction of open and competitive markets 

for the services these solutions are being touted to offer, in competition to the services 

already adequately provided by existing fossil-fired power stations, to attract private 

investment in commercial investment new technologies. 

 
iv. Advocates of early closures of coal-fired generators, and advocates of demand response, 

overlook this need for expanded dispatchable generation to support the uptake of greater 

proportions of zero-emission wind and solar generation, if Australia is not to descend into 

a de-industrialised economy relying on weather-dependent electricity plus uncosted 

hypothetical energy storage, not contemplated in any interconnected islanded system in 

the world.  

 

e. Applications to various scales and forms of end-use such as households, industry, and 

transport 

 
i. Residential electricity demand, which the public and politics is concerned about, every 

day, has been declining over the last decade from the previous typical one-third of total 

NEM annual energy demand, due to energy efficiencies in lighting, air conditioning and 

household electrical appliances, and “behind the meter” distributed generation.  

 
ii. Sustained residential electricity supply economies and supply security and reliability will 

however always be a product of an efficient and sustainable low-cost electricity supply to 

the greater bulk of energy generation and supply for business energy customers. 

 
iii. Electrification of the transport sector, in both the public transport sector and all of the 

private passenger vehicle and commercial & industrial sector transportation demands, is 

recognised globally as delivering a whole range of economies and efficiencies in the 

electricity supply system, with significant growth of energy demand in off-peak times, with 

increased proportion of wind and solar able to be dispatched from the expanded 

electricity sales, and with lower generation and network costs, as a result of the increased 

transmission and distribution energy flows, around the clock.  

 
iv. Electrification of the transport sector globally is driven by the major public health benefits 

and significant GDP growth benefits, as well as by the greenhouse emission reduction 

from this major greenhouse emissions sector, essential for any achievement of net zero 

greenhouse emissions. 
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f. Australia's research and innovation development framework and policies 

 
i. Tritium leading global charging technology, R&D commercialisation and job creation in 

high tech graduate employment as well as in manufacturing. 

 

ii. Tritium has established a major high-powered ems test facility connected to its R&D and 

office facilities at Murarrie, Queensland, which at 800MW is the highest such test facility 

for testing and pre-certification testing of DC fast chargers in the world. 

 

iii. The Trevor & Judith Philanthropic Foundation has donated $3m to the University of 

Queensland for two Visiting Fellowships in e-Mobility, the first Fellow, Jake Whitehead, 

and his research team already establishing a credible centre of academic research 

supporting Transport Departments in two States already, as well as providing electives for 

UQ undergraduates and one post-graduate student. 

 

g. Opportunities for Australia to grow and export dispatchable zero-emission power 

 
 

h. Other relevant matters, including reference to international examples 

 
i. The recent highly-respected Princeton University’s recently released major study report 

on possible US paths to a net-zero emission plan for the North American continent, 

identified nuclear power and carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) of fossil-fuel-fired 

generation as essential zero-emission synchronous dispatchable generation technologies 

necessary to complement available high-yield hydro-generation as the backbone of any 

feasible path to net-zero emission for North America, with Batteries offering important 

short-term counter-intermittency of wind and solar generation. The study however 

concluded that there was no material contribution anticipated for Pumped Hydro Energy 

Storage. 

 
ii. When the most mountainous and high rainfall countries see no material contribution for 

PHES to base-load wind and solar generation, it can hardly be seen to be feasible in the 

flattest and driest continent in the world. 

 
iii. The idea that synchronous condensers could be a material contributor of essential 

system support services to replace conventional synchronous dispatchable generators in 

an interconnected system is contradicted by informed accounts and conclusions 

internationally. Synchronous condensers only provide part of the essential system 

support services required, and a major new installation in South Australia is presently 

struggling to realize its business return expectations. Internationally, synchronous 

condensers are considered to have only limited local commercial applications in 

providing such system frequency and voltage support, and nowhere is it suggested as a 

system-wide solution to replacing conventional synchronous dispatchable generators, be 

they zero-emission plants or not. 
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1.  VRE State based support schemes are turning the NEM into a runaway train on a dead end line. 
23.  At a time of great change innovation is more critical than ever and the ESB’s support for TNSP system service delivery is not the market based 
solution required. 
4.  There is a failure to acknowledge Total System Costs (see attached) and how increasing costs will adversely impact households, business and 
Australia’s competitiveness. 
5.  Large synchronous generators (coal fired generators) must be supported to ensure the NEM remains functional until new technologies and 
adequate storage can be delivered. 
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